Great Grabz Wardrobe
Signature Wave

Grab Bars
Signature Wave

Signature Horizon

The Wave is our most popular style and has been
used in luxury hotels worldwide. This stylish
accent is a perfect way to bring the spa feeling to
your project or home bath. The Wave can be
installed vertically, horizontally or anywhere in
between. They come with an easy to use
template, so installation is a snap.

Signature Horizon
Horizon grab bars are jewelry for the bathroom.
They are our most versatile bar and come in a
wide variety of lengths. The fittings can be placed
anywhere along the bar making it great for
remodeling and allowing you many different looks
with the same bar. Get great hand holds everywhere you might need them by installing Horizon
bars as towel bars, robe hooks, toilet paper holders
and on tub decks.

Splash
Splash Plateau

Unique Touch Infinity

Our Splash line is full of options. The Plateau and
Peak lines of bars are ADA compliant and can hold
over 250 lbs of force. These bars come in a variety
of sizes, including L and U shape. Bars are available
in brushed and polished stainless as well as a
lovely Sure Grip texture. Custom colors are
available in all the Benjamin Moore RAL colors.

Unique Touch
Welcome to the sensual and sophisticated
Heritage and Infinity grab bars. The curved lines
and sleek shape are the perfect addition to any
chic bathroom. A beautiful palette of colors is
available in both translucent and opaque acrylics
(and glow in the dark). The Unique Touch bars can
hold over 250 lbs of force, having the strength,
stability and safety of a traditional grab bar.

Bathroom Accessories
Dress up your bathroom even
more with matching acrylic
towel bars, toilet paper holders
and towel hooks available in numerous colors.

Each grab bar series provides numerous color and
materials options, using a similar structural design.
Visit www.best-bath.com to see how nicely
Great Grabz can dress up your bathroom.

